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Abstract: The debris disk around the star Beta Pictoris is a proto-planetary disk which was 

caused by a collision of two or more aging stars.  

 

 

 

 

 Beta Pictoris is shown to possess a large debris disk which glows in the infared. 
[1]

 It has 

been hypothesized that this debris disk is not evidence for the formation of new stars/exoplanets 
[2]

 but of the destruction of older stars colliding with each other, thus taking up new orbits around 

the proto-star Beta Pictoris, which is a very young planet, and leaving a very large debris field 

similar to our own asteroid belt. 
[3]

 The larger stars that collided will stabilize after losing 

incredible amounts of material and forming rings (like Saturn, Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune). The 

smaller much more traveled stars will stabilize and take up orbit around the younger stars and 

form round, undifferentiated objects similar to the moon Callisto 
[4]

, or the many other 

arrangements of moons around Saturn or Jupiter and smaller objects such as Ceres. This could 

also explain why they do not possess iron cores but are mostly volatiles such as water, ammonia, 

methane and sulfur dioxide which have a relatively low equilibrium condensation as opposed to 

refractory elements and molecules which have a much higher boiling point, and play a large part 

in the differentiation process. 
[5] 

It should also be understood by the reader that the establishment 

is very confused as to the nature of the cosmos. They have proto-planetary disk, debris disk and 

circumstellar disk all different objects, when via Ockham’s razor they are the exact same objects 

caused by the exact same mechanisms, world collisions. 
[6]

 The idea that an older star similar to 

Earth could enter the solar system at random at any time from somewhere else in the galaxy and 

smack into the Earth is frightening to the God/Big Bang creationists. As a matter of fact it would 

not even require a collision the influence from another star entering the solar system would 

disrupt the orbital parameters of the Earth and cause an extinction level event without even 

touching the Earth.   
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